"the mid-day halt of charnock."	7
Palace, rnyre, hovel— poverty and pride
Side by side;
And above the packed and pestilential town
'Death looked down. "
"A Tale of Two CBties."— DepartwieTita* DMies.
We can now see that long before 1690, Sutanuti, with
Hjs prosperous colony of native merchants, was a place
to be cultivated by a trading Company, Protected from
invasion from the Mahommedan power in the north-west
by its mighty river, isolated by the Chitpore Creek in the
north, the salt lakes — more extensive then now—on
the east, and the Adi-G-anga in the south, and commanding
the approaches to the European settlements above, it
held the key to the situation.* Well and wisely has
Mr, Wilson written of old Job Charnock's choice :
" If the common opinion about these matters were true, if Old Fort William
was the work of thoughtless, worthless adventurers, and the Indian Empire the
outcome of chance and accident, I, for my part, do not see how such views can
be reconciled with scientific theories of history, much less with a belief in an
over-ruling Providence rewarding men according to their works. But the
truth is far otherwise*. There can be no greater mistake than to suppose that
the English settlement at Calcutta was fortuitous and ill-considered.
Nothing can bedrurthor from the facts than the generally accepted picture of
'the mid-day halt of Charnocfc' growing to be a city * chance-directed, chance-
erected' spreading chaotic like the fungus. Had the English confined them-
selves to "mere trade,' had the merchant remained 'meek and tame where
his timid foot first halted,' there would have been no Calcutta and no
British India. On the contrary, the final settlement of the English on tho
enat bank of the, Hughli was the fruit of more than half *a -century of efforts.
the achievement of a band of able and resolute men, among whom Job
Charnock has been rightly given the first place. The end which has crowned
their work is the consequence and proof of its original soundness. An
empire is not gained like a prize in a lottery, "—Indian Church Quarterly
Vol. XIII* April, 1901.
4r. the founder of calcutta.
job gharnock, of whose birth, parentage, and early
life, nothing is known, had come to India in either 1655
or 1656. Up to the date of his third and final halt at
Calcutta he displayed much ability, pluck, and firmness
of resolution, but in his old age his character seems to
have .rapidly deteriorated. c ' He loved, * ' writes Hedges,
"that everybody should be at difference, and supported a
sergeant that set them to duelling.' ' Laisser jaire : laisser
* Had Oharnock chosen a site below Hijili, his settlement would certainly
have perished in the great tidal waves of 1737 and 1823, W. K. F.

